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FleetBoard.
Telematics, a step ahead.

Companies from various industries and of various
sizes trust us. Clear successes speak for us.
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Daimler FleetBoard GmbH is one of the leading European-wide suppliers of telematics-supported Internet services for trucks, vans and buses. The modular
FleetBoard services support logistics companies in the optimal handling of intercity, distribution
and construction-site
transport
and in reducingSLAM
fleet operating
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costs. The hardware is installed in Mercedes-Benz utility vehicles at the factory,
it is standard in the new Actros. In other vehicle makes, the telematics system is
available as a retrofit. All vehicles profit from the full service sales and service
network. The 100 % Daimler subsidiary headquartered in Stuttgart has received
several awards and is a DEKRA-approved and certified company according to
DIN EN ISO 9001:2008.

“The best thing about
FleetBoard is the Time
Management facility, and
the way it helps me to
keep the drivers ‘legal’”
FleetBoard Support – service times and information
The service times for our technical support and
country-specific information is available in the Internet:
www.fleetboard.com/support or by phone:
+49 (0)711 17-91999.

ISO 9001:2008

Quality Management
We are certiﬁed

ce r t i ﬁed

Voluntary participation in regular
monitoring according to ISO 9001:2008

Once a specialist distributor of first VHS videos, then CDs and DVDs, Slam
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Transport
was under serious threat from the advent of music and video streaming.
Today, having forged a successful partnership with the Internet’s best-known
retailer, and adopted Mercedes-Benz FleetBoard telematics technology, the
Coventry-based operator is going from strength to strength.

feet’, and able to respond rapidly to special requests and
amendments to schedules. FleetBoard plays an invaluable
FleetBoard Support – service times and information
role inThe
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us to provide this all-important flexibility,
service times for our technical support and
while country-specific
also ensuring that
our transport
operation
remains
information
is available
in the Internet:
efficient
and compliant at all times.
www.fleetboard.com/support
or by phone:
+49 (0)711 17-91999.

“I’m on FleetBoard all day long, because
it’s such a brilliant management tool”
How have your drivers responded to the introduction
of FleetBoard technology?

“The Mercedes-Benz Actros is a great
product, backed by a fantastic after
sales service. Factor in FleetBoard as
well, and it adds up to an unbeatable
package.”
Is FleetBoard’s remote tachograph download service of
benefit?

We’ve always asked them to come in and download their
cards once a week, but drivers being drivers you’d often
find they’d gone two or three weeks without doing so.
Also, we have people up in Scotland who never come back
to base. The remote download facility
means the driver
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doesn’t have to put in an appearance – heQuality
just inserts
his
card into FleetBoard’s ‘black box’ and everything
is done at
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in regular
the press of a button, which makes life so Voluntary
muchparticipation
easier.

We particularly value the visibility and control that
FleetBoard offers. Its Mapping function, which includes live
traffic information, means we always knows in real time
the precise location and status of each vehicle. FleetBoard
ce r t i ﬁed
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summarises driving and rest periods, so we can easily and
Has FleetBoard helped to improve the fuel-efficiency of your
efficiently plan trips based on drivers’ remaining hours. I
operation?
can see what they’ve done, and more importantly how long
they have
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We use FleetBoard’s driver and vehicle analysis and apply
targeted training where shortcomings in driving style are
There have been several occasions on which we’ve called
identified. As a result, our economy figure has shot up
a driver to remind him he’s down to his last 15 minutes. Of
course, he’ll invariably tell you he was aware of this and just from 10.2 mpg to 11.5 mpg. That’s worth a fortune to the
business, and there’s still room for improvement.
about to pull over. But there are certainly no complaints
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Daimler FleetBoard GmbH is one of the leading European-wide suppliers of telematics-supported Internet services for trucks, vans and buses. The modular
FleetBoard services support logistics companies in the optimal handling of interabout
‘spy in the cab’ – given what’s at stake, it’s as
city, distribution
and construction-site
transport and in reducing
fleeta operating
How important
is FleetBoard
to your business?
costs. The hardware is installed in Mercedes-Benz utility vehicles
at the factory,
reassuring
for the drivers as it is for us that we’re able to
it
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is
keep an eye on them.
Our biggest customer is very demanding. Everything is
available
as
a
retrofit.
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full
service
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time-critical and the situation is constantly chopping and
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put on in Stuttgart has received
several awards and is a DEKRA-approved and certified company according to
all the time. This means we have to be very ‘light on our
DIN EN ISO 9001:2008.

